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昔者庄周梦为蝴蝶，栩栩然蝴蝶也，自喻适志与，不知周也。
俄然觉，则戚戚然周也。不知周之梦为蝴蝶与，蝴蝶之梦为周与？

Unconscious 
incompetent

Conscious incompetent

Conscious competent

Unconscious competent



Hunter Hunted

Asking students to prepare a lesson Observation by DoS

Taking students out of classroom INSET sessions

Taking my TESOL diploma

Asking colleagues for ideas

The hunter and the hunted: two sources of professional development

Hunter: When you seek out development for yourself

Hunted: When development is pushed upon you

TASK: Think about your career. Identify six key moments, events, activities or 

projects which have had a significant impact on you. Note them down- were you the 

hunter or the hunted? 

Idea from Duncan Foord: The Developing Teacher



Goal setting on a weekly basis for a month

What? When? Done Comments

1. Get some feedback from my Yr 11 class Wednesday

2. Use a video clip with my Yr 8 class, as I 

think they’ll enjoy it

Friday

3. Find a good Chinese news article and 

regrade, share with Yr 12

Monday 

evening

4. Look up “reflective teaching” online and 

read 3 articles/ blogs about it

Thursday 

morning

Adapted from Duncan Foord: The Developing Teacher



Routine teaching choices are informed by tradition, 

instruction, imitation, habit, authority, institutional definitions 

and expectations

Reflective teaching is based on teacher judgement, 

informed by evidence based enquiry and insights from other 

research 

“Teaching is work that entails both thinking and feeling and 

those who can reflectively think and feel will find their work 

more rewarding and their efforts more successful.” 

(Zeichner and Liston, 1996)



• Learning portfolio 

• Reflective journal

• Action research

• In depth interviews

• Group discussions

• Classroom research

• Team teaching

• Team planning

• Skills/ knowledge workshops

• Research 

• Resources (websites, books, 

‘experts’)

• Graphic thinking tools

• Record of achievement

• MSC (Most Significant Change)

• Case Studies



Individual Collaborative

Observing

Doing

TASK: plot the 

activities on this chart 



Individual Collaborative

Observing

Doing

Self awareness/ observation

reflective journal

learning portfolio

action research

Language learning experiences

Mentoring/ coaching

Case studies

Team teaching

Peer observation

Using video for PD

research

Adapted from: Pursuing Professional Development: Bailey, Curtis, Nunan

In-depth interviews

Team planning

Group discussions

workshops

Graphic thinking tools

Record of achievement

Most Significant Change (MSC)



THINK

PLANDO

LOOK/REVIEW





Reflective teaching Case Study: Primary Teachers in Sabah, Malaysia





First Steps 

(think and plan): 

• Can-dos

• Identify 2-3 areas you’d 

like to work on

• Set up an action plan

• Consult the students



Next steps (do):

Try out the ideas in class

Work with other teachers

Peer observations

Group meetings for all the teachers

Working with Headteachers

Working with parents 



Classroom Changes





When I first arrived, teachers told me parents weren’t interested in the students’ learning, and that it would 

be impossible to get them to come to school…



Reflective teaching Case Study: 

Primary Language Teachers in Sabah, Malaysia

Final Steps (look/review): 

Did it work?

Why did it work/ not work?

Are there elements I can change and try again?

Was I surprised by anything? 

Were there unexpected outcomes?

Most Significant Change: 

At the end of the year, look back and review: what has been your MSC? How did this 

happen? Was it what you expected? What would you like to change next year?



Reflection…



THINK

PLANDO

LOOK/REVIEW



Statements A B C

1. I can recognise the need for progression and development in pupil’s learning.

2. I can define clear objectives of my lesson.

3. I can define my pupil’s needs and interests.

4. I can plan a lesson related to my pupil’s needs and interests.

5. I can adapt and develop materials for the need of my class.

6. I can use my teaching time efficiently.

7. I can use various interaction patterns in class to encourage optimum individual learning.

8. I can balance teacher input and pupil activity.

9. I can organise a student-centred classroom.

10. I can exploit opportunities for learning beyond the classroom.

11. I can use a variety of teaching techniques and strategies.

A- Yes, I am confident I can do that

B- I’m not so sure I can do that. I need some support.

C- No, I have never done that.

TASK: CAN-DO STATEMENTS



THINK: This term I will focus on intensive reading, so I really want them to use the 

text to develop language abilities in specific ways. I can break this down into 

- reading for gist

- Understanding meaning from context

- speed reading

- vocabulary building

- Grammar awareness

- Sentence structure

- Tone and register

THINK

PLANDO

LOOK/REVIEW

PLAN:

I’m going to focus first on speed reading and 

understanding meaning from context, as these 

are useful exam skills (my planned activities are 

described under “do”). I will review at the end of the 

term, and see if I should move onto other areas.

“I can use various teaching techniques to develop pupil’s reading skills.”



DO: (Intensive reading) 

1. I integrated a speed-reading element in every lesson- I would give students a tight 

amount of time to finish reading a text. 

2. Before moving on, I asked them to discuss the text as a group, under the 

headings “things I know/ things I’m not sure of/ things I’d like to know” on the 

board. 

3. I created exercises where students quickly highlighted words they did know, or all 

the verbs, or all nouns etc, to develop an understanding of the sentence structure

4. We then “guessed” at unknown words, and discussed how we got that guess

5. I gave time limits on looking up words- so students had to prioritise the words they 

thought were most important- we then discussed WHY afterwards

6. I asked students to work together to work out meaning of new words, and then 

share with the rest of the class how they got there- I noted the best strategies!



LOOK/ REVIEW:

1. My students are competitive, so they really enjoyed the speed reading task and 

(after a rocky start) enjoyed being able to say what they COULD understand, 

rather than focusing on the unknown.

2. The discussions after reading texts helped me understand what they were 

struggling with.

3. It was hard to get students to guess words at this level- I think it’s because they 

don’t know the grammar rules well enough to guess at the part of speech- so I 

will have to review that.

4. For the next cycle I’m going to focus on sentence structure in our reading 

examples.



TASK: Look at your can-do sheet. Choose a statement that you would like to improve, 

and create a possible reflection cycle. Share with the person sitting next to you.

THINK

PLANDO

LOOK/REVIEW



Three incredibly useful books: 

• Duncan Foord, The Developing Teacher, DELTA Teacher 

Development Series

• Andrew Pollard, Reflective Teaching in Schools, 

Bloomsbury

• Bailey, Curtis, Nunan, Pursuing Professional Development, 

Newbury House Teacher Development

http://www.deltapublishing.co.uk/titles/methodology/the-developing-teacher
http://www.bloomsbury.com/uk/reflective-teaching-in-schools-9781441140609/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Pursuing-Professional-Development-Source-Teachersource/dp/0838411304/ref=sr_1_fkmr1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1496657053&sr=1-1-fkmr1&keywords=Bailey,+Curtis,+Nunan,+Pursuing+Professional+Development,+Newbury+House+Teacher+Development

